FEATURES OF THE LIFEPLUS® AND PTO™ MOD3 CHARGERS

- Selectable profiles:
  - IONIC
    - Automatically adjusts for voltage and ampere hour capacity.
  - Opportunity
  - Cold Storage
    - Automatically adjusts for temperature when using the BBWC.
- Large 7” TFT multi-color changing display, which changes according to the battery status.
- Records several years’ worth of data in memory.
- I/O options for AGV and LGV systems.
- Wireless communication with BBWC.

- Selectable profiles:
  - I-U-I
    - Selectable voltage and programmable ampere hour capacity.
  - Opportunity
  - Cold Storage
    - Programmable average battery temperature.
- User friendly LCD display, which displays real-time charge data of the battery.
- Records and stores 365 days’ worth of charge data in memory.
- No wireless communication with BBWC.

For more information on HAWKER®’s LifePlus® MOD3 and PTO™ MOD3 chargers, contact your local HAWKER® representative at 1.877.7HAWKER or visit www.HAWKERPOWERSOURCE.com.